mal, Mosman says, even salmon and shellfish. They kill for all sorts of reasons: trophies, money and even for fun. Sometimes, they see the animal as a nuisance. But rarely do they need it for food. “In my 12 years in Washington, I came upon only one house that needed the food. And I have dealt with hundreds of cases.”

Poaching is such a huge problem that wildlife officers can’t possibly be expected to tackle it on their own, says Katie Stennes, HSUS wildlife abuse campaign manager.

People have slashed pelicans’ throats in Florida, killed countless birds and mammals in a poaching ring in Nevada and shot sea lions in California. Just last year, someone bludgeoned an endangered monk seal pup to death in Hawaii.

Finding justice for these animals requires a multipronged approach. The HSUS and Trust anti-poaching programs offer robotic cued dogs are trained to sniff out poachers, can’t possibly be expected to hundreds of cases:

“A 2009 study found about 111,000 hunting violations and poaching incidents over a three-year period in 26 states, about 100 per day.”

According to an ABC News report in 2014, poachers steal an estimated $100 million worth of wild animals and fish annually in California alone. In Washington, state biologists factor in the animals killed illegally when determining the number of hunting permits allowed each year.

Special agent Glen Pye with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service works about 30 cases a year in Arkansas. Those are just the cases he has time for due to limited manpower and resources. Over the past year, his office worked with The HSUS and the Trust on rewards for the deaths of an eagle, alligator and several endangered least terns. While rewards provide an incentive to potential tipsters, they also act as a deterrent for would-be poachers, he says. “If they think there’s any way someone is going to see them do it, they’ll think twice.”

A reward became crucial in solving the case of a young bottlenose dolphin discovered on the Alabama coast in December 2014 with an arrow in his back. “Based on [physiological evidence], it is likely the dolphin lived for at least five days after being shot,” says Stacey Horstman with the National Marine Fisheries Service.

The story received substantial media attention and the reward grew to $24,000 from 11 entities, including The HSUS and the Trust. An anonymous tip led federal wildlife agents to a juvenile who admitted to shooting a bottlenose dolphin with a hunting arrow in Florida state waters.

The HSUS and the Trust, in partnership with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, are offering a $5,000 reward for information about another shooting: a pregnant dolphin killed off the Florida coast. “It’s the 13th dolphin [illegally] killed since 2010,” says Stennes, “and an example of how brutal poaching is and why we need to crack down on this crime.”

— rjohson@humanesociety.org

When the horse arrived at Blaze’s Tribute Equine Rescue in Jones, Oklahoma, she looked like she’d been through hell. Emaciated and suffering from parasites and a bacterial skin disease called rain rot, she was given a body condition score of one. Any less and she probably would have been dead. The other 63 horses found on Carolyn Vaughn’s property in Seminole County, Oklahoma, were in no better condition.

Sheriff’s deputy David Hanson discovered the horses in April 2013 while following up on calls from neighbors. There were 120 or so animals crammed onto the property. At least 23 dead horses were in varying states of decay. Of the survivors, says Hanson, “I did not expect some [to] live through the weekend.”

Vaughn had been convicted of animal cruelty in 2012 but received only a $2,500 fine. Hanson didn’t want her to get off that easy again, so he wrote detailed notes, took copious photos and gathered veterinarian notes and, later, progress reports from Pontotoc Animal Welfare Society and other caregivers.

Like Hanson, assistant district attorney Paul Smith wanted Vaughn to pay for her crimes. So he and fellow assistant district attorney Chris Anderson worked with the investigating team to build their case.

Vaughn was convicted of 64 counts of animal cruelty and sentenced to 15 years in prison (eight years to serve and seven deferred as probation), and The HSUS honored Hanson, Smith and Anderson with a 2014 Humane Law Enforcement Award. Hanson, now an investigator, says everyone on the case helped bring justice. When The HSUS and law enforcement work together, he adds, “we can accomplish anything.”

SEE CRUELTY? Go to iceblackbox.com to download a smartphone app that records video and sends it directly to authorities.